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We consider confidence sets for the mean of a multivariate normal distribution
with unknown covariance matrix of the form _2I. The coverage probability of the
usual confidence set is shown to be improved asymptotically by centering at a
shrinkage estimator.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers an improvement of the coverage probability of the
usual confidence set of the mean vector of the p-dimensional normal
distribution, where p3. For known variance, Hwang and Casella [1, 2]
showed that the confidence set centered at the JamesStein estimator
improves the coverage probability of the usual confidence set. However, the
technique does not work well for the unknown variance. See Robert and
Casella [5]. In this paper we consider a confidence set centered at a
shrinkage estimator and show its asymptotic improvement over the usual
confidence set (cf. Joshi [4]).
Suppose that X is a p-variate normal random vector with unknown
mean vector % and unknown covariance matrix of the form _2I, S is
independent of X and is distributed as _2 times a chi-squared random
variable with n degrees of freedom. The usual confidence set of % is
C0(X, S )=[%; |%&X | 2<cS],
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where |%&X | denotes the Euclidean distance between % and X, and c is
some positive constant determined such that P[% # C0(X, S )]=1&:. We
consider a confidence set of the form
C(X, S )=[%; |%&$(X, S )| 2<cS],
where
$(X, S )=\1& ba+F+b+ X (1.1)
with F=|X | 2S and positive constants a and b. In Section 2 we get an
asymptotic expansion of the coverage probability of C(X, S ) as a  ,
from which the asymptotic improvement is shown if
0<b<
2( p&2)(c+1)
n+ p+2
.
2. IMPROVEMENT OF COVERAGE PROBABILITY
Without loss of generality we can assume _2=1. From (1.1) we can
write
%&$(X )=%&X+
bS
aS+|X | 2+bS
X
=%&X+
bS
aS+|%| 2+bS
%&
2bS%$(X&%)
(aS+|%| 2+bS )2
%
+
bS
aS+|%| 2+bS
(X&%)+R,
where
R=%+(X&%)&
2bS%$(X&%)
(aS+|%| 2+bS )2
(X&%) (2.1)
with
=
bS
aS+|X | 2+bS
&bS { 1aS+|%| 2+bS&
2%$(X&%)
(aS+|%| 2+bS )2= . (2.2)
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Let
V=A(%&X)+#%, (2.3)
where
A=:I+;%%$, #=1&:
with
:=1&
bS
aS+|%| 2+bS
, ;=
2bS
(aS+|%| 2+bS )2
.
Then
%&$(X)=V+R.
We get the following lemma, the proof of which is given in the Appendix.
Lemma 1. As a  ,
P[% # C(X, S )]=P[ |V | 2<cS, S<(a+|%| 2)14]+O(a&12(a+|%| 2)&1)
where O(a&12(a+|%| 2)&1) holds uniformly for |%|.
Now we investigate P[ |V | 2<cS, S<(a+|%| 2)14]. Hence from now
on we assume that |V | 2<cS and S<(a+|%| 2)14. O( } ) is supposed to
hold uniformly for |%|, V, and S as a  . From (2.3) the conditional
distribution of V given S is multivariate normal with mean vector #% and
covariance matrix AA$. Since
A&1=
1
:
I&
;
:(:+; |%| 2)
%%$,
we have
A&1(V&#%)=
1
:
V&
;%$V
:(:+; |%| 2)
%&
#
:+; |%| 2
%. (2.4)
Put
!=
(aS+|%| 2)2
(aS+|%| 2)2+bS(aS+3 |%| 2)
&1.
Then after some arithmetic
;
:(:+; |%| 2)
=2 \ bSaS+|%| 2+\1+
bS
aS+|%| 2+\
1+!
aS+|%| 2+
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and
#
:+; |%| 2
=\ bSaS+|%| 2+\1+
bS
aS+|%| 2+ (1+!).
Hence it follows from (2.4) that
A&1(V&#%)=\1+ bSaS+|%| 2+{V&\
bS
aS+|%| 2+ (1+!) \
2%$V
aS+|%| 2
+1+ %= ,
so that
|A&1(V&#%)| 2
=\1+ bSaS+|%| 2+
2
{ |V | 2+\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2
|%| 2
&4 \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
&2(1+!) \ bSaS+|%| 2+ %$V+’1=
=|V | 2+\ 2bSaS+|%| 2+ |V | 2+\
bS
aS+|%| 2+
2
|%| 2
&4 \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
&2(1+!) \ bSaS+|%| 2+ %$V+’2 , (2.5)
where
’1=\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2
|%| 2 {(1+!)2 \ 2%$VaS+|%| 2+1+
2
&1=
&4! \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
and
’2=\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2
|V | 2+\ bSaS+|%| 2+\2+
bS
aS+|%| 2+
_{\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2
|%| 2&4 \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
&2(1+!) \ bSaS+|%| 2+ %$V+’1=+’1 .
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Since
|!|
3bS
aS+|%| 2

3b
a
and
|%$V |
aS+|%| 2

1
2 
c
a
,
we have
|’1 |\ bSaS+|%| 2+ SO(a&12)
and hence
|’2 |\ bSaS+|%| 2+ SO(a&12). (2.6)
Note that
|A|&1=\1+ bSaS+|%| 2+
p
{1& 2bS |%|
2
(aS+|%| 2)2+bS(aS+3 |%| 2)=
=\1+ bSaS+|%| 2+
p
{1& 2bS |%|
2
(aS+|%| 2)2
(1+!)=
=1+\ bSaS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2++’3
(say), and it is shown that
|’3 |\ bSaS+|%| 2+ O(a&1). (2.7)
Let f (V | S ) be the conditional density function of V given S. Then from
(2.5) we have
f (V | S )=(2?)&p2 |A|&1 exp [&|A&1(V&#%)|22]
=(2?)&p2 {1+\ bSaS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2++’3 =
_exp(&|V | 22) exp {&\ bSaS+|%| 2+ |V | 2
&\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2 |%| 2
2
+2 \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
+(1+!) \ bSaS+|%| 2+ %$V&
’2
2 =
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=(2?)&p2 exp(&|V | 22) {1&\ bSaS+|%| 2+ |V | 2
&\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2 |%| 2
2
+2 \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
+(1+!) \ bSaS+|%| 2+ %$V+\
bS
aS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2+
+\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2 (%$V )2
2
+’4= (2.8)
(say). It holds that
|’4 |*(S ) O(a&18(a+|%| 2)&1), (2.9)
where *(S ) is a polynomial of S whose coefficients are free from |%|, a,
and V. The proof is given in the Appendix. Now we get an asymptotic
expansion of the confidence set C(X, S ).
Theorem 1. As a  ,
P[% # C(X, S )]=1&:+bE(I )+O(a&18(a+|%| 2)&1),
where
I=
S
aS+|%| 2
(g(S )&h(S )) {p& 2 |%|
2
aS+|%| 2
&
bS |%| 2
2(aS+|%| 2)=
and
g(S )=(2?)&p2 |
|X |2<cS
exp(&|X | 22) dX,
h(S )=p&1(2?)&p2 |
|X |2<cS
|X | 2 exp(&|X | 22) dX.
Proof. Note that
(2?)&p2 |
|V |2<cS
(%$V )2 exp(&|V | 22) dV=|%| 2 h(S ).
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Then from (2.8) and (2.9) we have
|
|V |2<cS
f (V | S ) dV
= g(S )&
pbS
aS+|%| 2
h(S )&\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2 |%| 2
2
g(S )
+
2bS |%| 2
(aS+|%| 2)2
h(S )+
bS
aS+|%| 2 \p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2+ g(S )
+\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2 |%| 2
2
h(S )+’5 (say)
= g(S )+
bS
aS+|%| 2 {p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2
&
bS |%| 2
2(aS+|%| 2)= g(S )
&
bS
aS+|%| 2 {p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2
&
bS |%| 2
2(aS+|%| 2)= h(S )+’5
= g(S )+bI+’5
and
|’5 |*(S ) O(a&18(a+|%| 2)&1).
So the theorem follows from Lemma 1.
Theorem 2. If p3 and 0<b<2( p&2)(c+1)(n+ p+2), then for
sufficiently large a
P[% # C0(X, S )]>P[% # C(X, S )]
for all %.
Proof. It is easy to see that
h(S )= g(S )&
2
p \
c
2+
p2 S p2e&cS2
1( p2)
,
so that
E(I )=kE {S
( p+2)2e&cS2
aS+|%| 2 \p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2
&
bS |%| 2
2(aS+|%| 2)+=
kE {S
( p+2)2e&cS2
aS+|%| 2 \p&2&
bS
2 += , (2.10)
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where k=(2p)(c2) p21( p2). Let u=2( p&2)b. Then
E {S
( p+2)2e&cS2
aS+|%| 2 \p&2&
bS
2 +=
=E {\ 1aS+|%| 2&
1
au+|%| 2+ S ( p+2)2e&cS2 \p&2&
bS
2 +=
+
1
au+|%| 2
E {S ( p+2)2e&cS2 \p&2&bS2 +=

1
au+|%| 2
E {S ( p+2)2e&cS2 \p&2&bS2 +=
=
1
au+|%| 2
1 \n+ p+22 +\
2
c+1+
(n+ p+2)2
2n21(n2) {p&2&
b(n+ p+2)
2(c+1) = .
Hence the theorem follows from (2.10) and Theorem 1.
Remark. We could not give such a value of a that the explicit improve-
ment of C(X, S ) over C0(X, S ) is achieved, though its existence is assured
by Theorem 2. Hwang and Ullah [3] showed in their Corollary 1 that the
confidence set
{%; } %&\1&bF++ X }
2
<cS= ,
where f+ denotes the positive part of f, improves the coverage probability
of C0(X, S ) for large |%| if 0<b<2( p&1)(c+1)(n+ p+2). This bound
for b is identical to that of Theorem 2. However, its improvement for any
|%| has not been shown.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1. From (2.2)
=
bS
aS+|X | 2+bS {
4(%$(X&%))2+2 |X&%| 2 %$(X&%)
(aS+|%| 2+bS )2
&
|X&%| 2
aS+|%| 2+bS= ,
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so that
||
bS
aS+|X | 2 {
4 |%| 2 |X&%| 2+2 |%| |X&%| 3
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|X&%| 2
aS+|%| 2= . (A.1)
If |%&$(X, S )| 2<cS, then
|X&%|= } $(X, S )&%+ bSaS+|X | 2+bS X }
- cS+
bS
aS+|X | 2
|X |
- cS+
b
2 
S
a
c1 - S (A.2)
for sufficiently large a where c1 is some constant free from a. Hence we get
| |X&%| 2+2%$(X&%)|
aS+|%| 2

|X&%| 2
aS+|%| 2
+
2 |%| |X&%|
aS+|%| 2

c21S
aS+|%| 2
+
2c1 - S |%|
aS+|%| 2

c21
a
+
c1
- a
.
So it follows that for any = (0<=<1)
| |X&%| 2+2%$(X&%)|
aS+|%| 2
<=,
and hence
aS+|X | 2
aS+|%| 2
=1+
|X&%| 2+2%$(X&%)
aS+|%| 2
1&=,
for sufficiently large a. Therefore from (A.1), if |%&$(X, S )| 2<cS, for any
= (0<=<1)
||
bS
(1&=)(aS+|%| 2) {
4 |%| 2 |X&%| 2+2 |%| |X&%| 3
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|X&%| 2
aS+|%| 2= ,
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for sufficiently large a. Now from (2.1) and (A.2)
|R|
2bS |%| |X&%| 2
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
bS
(1&=)(aS+|%| 2) {
4 |%| 3 |X&%| 2+2 |%| 2 |X&%| 3
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|%| |X&%| 2
aS+|%| 2
+
4 |%| 2 |X&%| 3+2 |%| |X&%| 4
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|X&%| 3
aS+|%| 2=

bS |X&%| 2
aS+|%| 2 {
2 |%|
aS+|%| 2
+
1
1&= \
4 |%| 3+6 |%| 2 |X&%|+2 |%| |X&%| 2
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|%|+|X&%|
aS+|%| 2 +=

c21bS
2
aS+|%| 2 {
2 |%|
aS+|%| 2
+
1
1&= \
4 |%| 3+6c1 |%| 2 - S+2c21 |%| S
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|%|+c1 - S
aS+|%| 2 += .
It is easy to see that there is such a constant k1 free from |%| and S that
2 |%|
aS+|%| 2
+
1
1&= {
4 |%| 3+6c1 |%| 2 - S+2c21 |%| S
(aS+|%| 2)2
+
|%|+c1 - S
aS+|%| 2 =

k1
- aS
for sufficiently large a. So if |%&$(X, S )| 2<cS,
|R|
c21bk1 S - S
- a(aS+|%| 2)

c21bk1(S+1) - S
- a(a+|%| 2)
(A.3)
for sufficiently large a. In the same way we can show (A.3) if |V | 2<cS.
Therefore we have
P[ |%&$(X, S )| 2<cS]=P[ |V+R| 2<cS]
=P[ |V | 2<cS]+O(a&12(a+|%| 2)&1).
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Since
P(S>(a+|%| 2)14)=O(a&12(a+|%| 2)&1),
the lemma is proved.
Proof of (2.9). Put
|=&\ bSaS+|%| 2+ |V | 2&\
bS
aS+|%| 2+
2 |%| 2
2
+2 \ bSaS+|%| 2+
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
+(1+!) \ bSaS+|%| 2+ %$V&
’2
2
=\ bSaS+|%| 2+ \1+\
bS
aS+|%| 2+ %$V&
’2
2
, (A.4)
where
\1=&|V | 2&\ bSaS+|%| 2+
|%| 2
2
+2
(%$V )2
aS+|%| 2
+!%$V. (A.5)
Then
f (V | S)=(2?)&p2 exp(&|V | 22) {1+\ bSaS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2++’3= e|
=(2?)&p2 exp(&|V | 22)[{1+{2+{3],
where
{1=1+|+
|2
2
+
|3
6
e&,
{2=\ bSaS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2+ (1+|e&$),
and {3=’3 e| with |&|<||| and |&$|<|. Put
|2=\ bSaS+|%| 2+
2
(%$V )2+\2 (A.6)
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and
\2=\ bSaS+|%| 2+{\
bS
aS+|%| 2+ \21+2 \
bS
aS+|%| 2+ \1%$V
&\1’2&%$V’2=+’
2
2
4
. (A.7)
Then we have
’4=&
’2
2
+
\2
2
+
|3
6
e&+\ bSaS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2+ |e&$+{3 . (A.8)
Since
|!|
3bS
aS+|%| 2
and
|%|
aS+|%| 2

1
2 - aS
,
we have
|!%$V |
3bS
2 
c
a
,
so that from (A.5)
|\1 |SO(1).
Hence from (2.6) and (A.7)
|\2 |\ bSaS+|%| 2+ S2O(a&12). (A.9)
Since S<(a+|%| 2)14, we have
\ bSaS+|%| 2+ |%$V |
b - cS(S+1) |%|
a+|%| 2
O(a&18),
\ bSaS+|%| 2+ |\1 |O(a&12)
and |’2 |O(a&1). Hence from (A.4)
|||O(a&18), (A.10)
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so that
}\ bSaS+|%| 2+\p&
2 |%| 2
aS+|%| 2+ |e&$ }\
bS
aS+|%| 2+ O(a&18). (A.11)
Furthermore, from (A.6), (A.9), and (A.10) we have
||3e&|\ bSaS+|%| 2+ S 2O(a&18). (A.12)
From (2.7)
|{3 |\ bSaS+|%| 2+ O(a&1). (A.13)
Substituting (2.6), (A.9), (A.11), (A.12), and (A.13) in (A.8), we have
|’4 |\ bSaS+|%| 2+ (S ) O(a&18)
(S+1) (S ) O(a&18(a+|%| 2)&1),
where (S ) is a polynomial of S whose coefficients are free from |%|, a, and
V. Hence the proof of (2.9) is complete.
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